Helping you to improve
your employees’
financial wellbeing
LCP Financial Wellbeing Consulting
Your employees’ financial lives
are personal, unique, and at
times can be complicated. And
when those worries are brought
to the workplace, it can have a
huge impact on the ability for
your employees (no matter their
position) to get the job done and
ultimately your bottom line.

It’s becoming increasingly important to consider your employees’ financial
wellbeing by developing a framework which balances their needs with your
internal resources and corporate objectives.
But how do you know what is right? How do you avoid introducing
something superficial which may actually alienate those who need it most?
How do you get senior-management buy-in?
We have helped many of our corporate clients, from a range of industries,
to improve the financial wellbeing of even the most diverse employee base.
Our insights, tools and experience mean we can work with you to design and
implement framework which supports your employees’ financial wellbeing.
We will deliver a bespoke solution that is employee-centric, designed
to improve their financial outcomes and minimise potential risks whilst
demonstrating value for money for your organisation.

Use the insights
to design benefits
to improve
employees’
financial wellbeing
by addressing
these issues.

Get an insight
into the financial
issues of your
unique employees
by analysing
employee data and
feedback.

Insights

Design

How it
works?
Continue to
monitor employee
behaviour and
seek feedback to
understand what
can be learned
and improved.

Learn,
evolve,
repeat

Implement
and engage

Implement and
engage with
employees by
successfully
launching the
new programme
with effective
engagement
campaigns and
smooth roll out of
new services.

Why LCP?
We love data

We are influencers

We believe mathematical modelling and
analytics can unlock the unlimited potential of
everything. Data-led decision making makes
sense and allows organisations to consider all
the options and not take a leap of faith.

Using our independence, we’ve set about disrupting
the market and stretching the capabilities of what
it can offer. Providers are seeing where we’re taking
our clients with their financial wellbeing strategy and
reacting to what we’re doing, quickly. Unlike a lot
of the market, we are not tied to any providers or products,
meaning we are free to recommend the best solutions for you
and have no conflicting incentives.

Bespoke solutions
No one size fits all, we will only recommend
what is right for your organisation and your
employees based on the analysis. We don’t
follow the pack. With industry boundaries becoming
blurred, every employer is truly unique.

We understand people
Data alone does not always hold the answers which
is why we understand the importance of learning
from the real people. We’re experts in listening to
employees and getting unrivaled information.

Ongoing consulting
Financial wellbeing isn’t a one-off project but an
ongoing shift change in the way companies look
after their employees – it must continually evolve
to stay relevant.

Goal-driven, networked team
We’ve got a diverse, highly experienced team with the
right blend of skills, driven by an ethos of constant
learning, evolution and improvement.

Your employees’ financial lives are personal, unique, and at times can be
complicated. And when those worries are brought to the workplace, it can have
a huge impact on the ability for your employees (no matter their position) to get
the job done and ultimately your bottom line.

Get in touch
To find out more about how we can help you to better understand and improve
your employees’ financial wellbeing, get in touch with one of our experts.
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